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Abstract.
Vacuum is an inherent part of any Fusion machine. The requirement of providing large pumping speed is growing
as fusion science is progressing towards high temperature, high density, and large confinement machines. In its domestic
programme of development of technologies for Fusion grade machines, Institute for Plasma research (IPR) developed the
sorbent based cryopumps. Using coconut shell charcoal pumping speed of 2 l/s/cm2 for helium and 5 l/s/cm2 for hydrogen is
demonstrated. Different sorbents are under study for their performance of pumping speed, for example carbon cloth and
flocked carbon panels. Experimental study of pumping speed is being carried for different geometrical configurations of
panel arrangements. MOLFLOW is used for simulating the pumping speed. Initial experiments are being carried out at 80
K and compared with MOLFLOW results. This paper discusses in detail simulation and experimental results of developed
pumps

1.

INTRODUCTION

Quality of sustainable vacuum achieved in preparing a fusion machine for plasma operation plays an important
role in control of impurities in plasma. A balance between fuels fed through various techniques of fuelling
example gas injection, pellet injection etc and the throughput of spent fuel gas at the exhaust met in fusion
machines. The amount of gas to be removed at exhaust is of the order of 500 mbar l/s to 2000 mbar l/s. Vacuum
pumps with various permutation and combination of mechanical and cryopumps are in perpetual use in the field
of fusion technology. The growing size in terms of volume of fusion plasma machines with the race towards
high density plasma is posing requirement of very large pumping speed of the order of millions of l/s[1,2].The
conventional off the shelf available vacuum pumps with the existing technology have limitations to meet the
requirement in terms of large pumping speed and operation in the vicinity of the machine[3]. Hence there is a
need to develop alternate technology catering to the requirement. Thus a project was undertaken at Institute for
Plasma Research (IPR) to develop a sorbent based cryopump.
Fusion confinement machines have mainly hydrogen and its isotopes and helium gas at its exhaust to be pumped.
These gases are light and have low compression ratio in order to be pumped by available mechanical pumps. The
requirement of large pumping speed in surroundings of high magnetic field concludes to the option of using a
vacuum pump with no moving parts. Considering the technical issues, the concept of developing sorbent based
cryopump was undertaken aiming to utilize the property of porosity of sorbents at cryogenic temperatures.
Activated coconut shell charcoal is widely studied in literature for its high porosity, pore size and pore volume.
The various forms of activated carbon, their activation process and relevant post processing method decides the
type of internal surface area available. Pore size of 2 -20 nanometer are suitable for adsorption of gases like
hydrogen and helium (Fig.1.). Such forms of activated carbons fall under the category of microspores carbons
and are suitable for adsorption of gases from exhaust of fusion machine [4].

FIG.1. SEM images of the charcoal showing pore width and porosity of the activated charcoal
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The activated carbon from coconut shell charcoal with a control on activation method and its parameters and
post treatment gives micro pores product with a pore surface area in the range of 1000 m2/gm -1300 m2/gm. A
balance of activation parameters is essential. Long duration activation makes the charcoal granules brittle and the
granules break. Some of the findings with respect to characterization of sorbent material and study of pressure in
developed pump using vacuum simulation code MOLFLOW and comparison with experimental results are
discussed in this paper.
2.

CHARACTERIZING THE SORBENTS

An adsorption test facility (ATF) (Fig.2.) is set up at Institute for plasma research (IPR) [5] for characterizing
different types of sorbent. The system is capable of measuring adsorption isotherms of sorbents at any
temperature in the temperature range of 4.5 K to 77 K. It comprises of a commercial micro pore analyser for
sample characterization at 77 K and a GM cryocooler with sample holder for adsorption analysis at any
temperature < 77 K. The sample holder is connected to the micro pore analyser measurement unit through a
small diameter tube for gas dosing and equilibrium pressure measurement. A PID control based temperature
controller unit along with temperature sensors and heater is used to regulate the temperature of the sample cell at
any temperature between 4.5 K and 77 K. The system is characterized by using a standard Alumina sample
provided by the manufacturer

FIG. 2. Photograph of (a) Standard micro-pore analyser for adsorption study at 77 K temperature; (b) GM Cryo cooler unit
with accessories for low temperature (< 77K) adsorption isotherm study.

The commercial micro-pore analyzer is Quantachrome make (Autosorb® iQ) and takes measurement of samples
at LN2 temperature. The Autosorb® iQ unit consists of two degassing stations to evacuate the sample at high
temperature before testing, and two sample analysis stations. Along with the pressure sensor, a calibrated volume
with a mass flow controller makes the gas dose measurement and hence the adsorption/desorption isotherm [69].
Initially the system is characterized using a standard Alumina sample (SARM-2005) at 77 K temperature and
absorption isotherm (gas volume absorbed versus relative pressure P/P0, P = any pressure value < P0, the
atmospheric pressure) is obtained in presence of Nitrogen gas as an adsorbate. The adsorption isotherm obtained
for SARM is shown in Fig 3. The isotherm is compared with the standard isotherm of this sample provided by
the instrument manufacturer, and a good agreement between standard curve (open circle) and experimental curve
(solid circle) has been obtained. Also, desorption isotherm is shown in open circle. In this sample, desorption
isotherm is prominent. The existence of a hysteresis loop is an indication of a porous material. The pore size
distribution is shown in Fig 4.
In TABLE 1 it can be observed that the average surface area of various activated carbons is ~ 1000 m2/gm.
(except ACF and carbon cloth: Both are in cloth form) and carbon cloth has maximum surface area of 2380
m2/gm. The average pore size is 7.3 Å.
As discussed earlier, for the adsorption isotherm study below 77 K, a cryocooler is attached to the micro-pore
analyzer. It takes approximately 80 minutes to cool down the sample holder from room temperature to 4 K.
Since helium adsorption occurs at this temperature and helium is used for adsorption characteristics
measurement, adsorption characteristics of the blank sample cell is carried out before carrying out experiment
with activated carbon samples. A comparison of surface area of different samples at < 77K is given in TABLE 2.
Pore size distribution at lower temperature is also studied, and found that pore diameter < 20 Å mostly
contributes to the adsorption. In contrast to 77 K measurement, where pore size distribution systematically
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reduces, pore diameter distribution at low temperature sharply peaked at lower diameter region. This clearly
signifies very high surface area for activated carbons at lower temperature. Table 2 shows the pore surface area
at temperature < 77K and Fig 5 and 6 show typical isotherms for various forms of activated carbon < 77 K.
TABLE 1. SURFACE AREA AND PORE SIZE OF VARIOUS ACTIVATED CARBONS AT 77K

Average
Sample

Surface Area

Sample description

SARM-2005
Commercial charcoal

Standard Alumina sample (cylindrical
pellets)
Granules, size 0.5-2.0 mm( Kind A and Kind
B)

Pore width

2

(m /gm.)

(Å)

103

35

1018A/1300 B

A-6.9/B-7

AC3 / ACS3

Carbon globules

945

7.3

ACF non-woven

Activated carbon fibre non-woven

635

6.8

Carbon pellet

Activated carbon pellets: 1 mm-9 mm
diameter

901

7.5

Activated carbon cloths in knitted form

2380

7.3

Carbon cloth /
FK3

ACF-

FIG. 3. Comparison of different adsorption isotherms obtained at 77K.

FIG. 1. Pore size distribution of activated carbons at 77K

Standard Alumina sample isotherm (Experiment: Solid circle)
validated with isotherm provided by the manufacturer (open circle).
TABLE 2. Estimated BET surface area of various activated carbons at a temperature < 10 K
BET surface area measurement (m 2/gm) with helium
gas at temperature
Sample

4.5 K

5.0 K

8.0 K

Blank cell

0.12

0

0

ACF-FK3

3438

2696

2595

ACS3

2700

2640

1915

Carbon pellets

1465

1031

994
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The sorbent coconut shell charcoal was used to coat the cryopanels and carrying out pumping speed
measurement although activated carbon cloth shows high pore surface area. For the same cryopanels panel
surface area the cloth wrapped was very small in weight compared to the mass of granular coconut shell
charcoal. Thus the net pore surface area available on coating a cryopanels is more for coconut shell charcoal
compared to carbon cloth. For coconut shell charcoal it is around 0.1 to 1.5 gm/cm2 and the same for cloth is
0.02 gm/cm2. In a 100 cm2 area coconut shell charcoal used will be 10 to 15 grams with pore surface area of
about 1300 m2/gm (~ 1.3 x105 m2 for 100 grams) whereas for cloth it will be 2 grams for 100 cm2( ~4800 m2).
Thus coconut shell charcoal was selected for coating cryopanels for developing cryopump

FIG. 2. Typical adsorption isotherm of various activated

FIG. 3. Comparison of Adsorption isotherm at various

carbons at 5K

temperature

3. MOLFLOW ANALYSIS OF A GIVEN GEOMETRICAL ARRANGEMENT OF SUBCOMPONENTS OF
CRYOPUMP
MOLFLOW [10, 11] is vacuum code developed at CERN (the initial version was developed by Roberto
Kersevan in 1990). It works in molecular regime in which mean free path of molecules is so long compared to
the geometry size that collisions can be neglected. The code is used to calculate the steady-state pressure in an
arbitrarily complex geometry when ultra-high vacuum condition is met. Once geometry is loaded boundary
conditions are defined. MOLFLOW traces the trajectories of particles in a system from their insertion until they
are being pumped away. The displayed results get updated every second reducing the statistical fluctuation over
the time. The geometry studied using MOLFLOW is an 8 panel cryopump. Two sets each having 4 cryopanels
were assembled in a circular geometry and arranged for flow of liquid helium. Concentric to the circular
arrangement of cryopanels at the centre baffle stack was mounted. The baffles at 80 K cooled incoming gas from
room temperature. At the opening of the pump a shield cooled to 80 K of diameter 450 mm was attached to
reduce the heat load from incoming gas. Sorbent surface area was 3.2 m2 [12]. In MOLFLOW model of 8 panel
cryopump the sticking coefficient of charcoal coated panels is taken as 0.1 for Helium gas at 4.5K. For a 0.36
mbar-liter/sec gas dosing rate the pressure profile is measured and based on it the pumping speed is estimated.
Figure 7 gives the MOLFLOW pressure profile for the 8 panel cryopump and schematic is given in Fig 8.
TABLE-3. MOLFLOW results compared with experiment for 8 panel cryopump

MOLFLOW results for
sticking coefficient S = 0.1

Measurement

Experimental results

Average Pressure in the pump chamber

6.60E-06

6.78-06

54545

53129

Error %

2.7
Pumping speed [Liters/Sec]
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MOLFLOW was also used to simulate single panel pump with the opening of 300 mm with a centrally located

6.8E-06
mbar

FIG. 7. MOLFLOW simulation pressure profile in 8 panel cryopump

FIG. 8. Schematic of 8 panel cryopump

Pressure
Measurement Port

Cryopanel

Baffle

Gas Inlet

hydro formed cryopanel (Length=500mm, Width=100mm, thickness=1.5mm,), covered with about 50 grams of
granular charcoal. Cryopanel is cooled by flowing liquid helium at 4.2 K and is surrounded by liquid nitrogen
cooled 80K shields. A dome (diameter 300 mm and length 450 mm) as per AVS standard is attached to the
pump for measurement of pumping speed as shown in Fig 9. Table 4 compares the experimental and
MOLFLOW results

FIG.9. MOLFLOW pressure profile of a single panel cryopump and its CAD model
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TABLE 4. MOLFLOW results compared with experiments for Small scale cryopump

Experimental and simulation results of Pumping speed of small
scale cryo-panel for helium gas at 4.5K
MOLFLOW simulation
Experimental results results at 0.1 sticking
coefficient
Gas dosing rate
Q [mbar-l/s]
Pressure P
Sp [l/s]
P [mbar]
Sp [l/s]
[mbar]

4.

7.79E-03

2.50E-06

3117

1.79E-02
5.45E-02

6.60E-06
2.60E-05

2706
2094

2.40E-06
7.00E-06
2.40E-05

3247
2551
2269

Average
% error

6.0

CONCLUSION

Different forms of activated carbon sorbents like coconut shell charcoal and carbon cloth
were studied for adsorption isotherms and thereby pore surface area. Coconut shell charcoal
with pore surface area of 1300 m2/gm is found to be suitable to develop cryopump, because
on a given surface area more bulk can be applied resulting in large pore surface area available
for adsorption. The Pressure and pumping speed estimation in a multiple panel cryopump and
small single panel cryopump with different geometrical arrangement of subcomponents using
MOLFLOW is in good agreement with the experimental study and is within 10% error bar.
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